
WHAT’S NEW

2023
 THE FUTURE OF FIRE

Showing Stylus™ Cara Elite



Showing Tall Linear Vector TLV50

MORE DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
PERFECT FOR 

COMMERCIAL SPACES PREMIUM MEDIA OPTIONS EASIEST INSTALLATIONS

Optional heat management 
means superior reduced 

clearances to combustibles

Ideal for commercial design 
projects such as restaurants, hotels, 

office lobbies, and others!

Brand new trend-forward media 
options: Woodland (mix of shale, 

rock, vermiculite, glass, charcoal), 
plus new optional premium log kits

Experience a hassle-free installation 
compared to competitors, without 

the need for power venting

MORE EFFICIENT OUTSTANDING DESIGN
Increased flame height with same  

BTUs = a gas fireplace with greater efficiencies
Features a stunning frameless design 

with the included 5/16" flange

TALL LINEAR VECTOR
PREMIUM LINEAR GAS FIREPLACES

TLV50 | TLV62 | TLV74



Top Secret, Image Coming Soon

SUPERIOR INNOVATION COMMERCIAL SPACE-READY EASIEST INSTALLATIONS

A premium fireplace like never 
before, with cutting-edge innovation

Enables the sale of a premium 
model with lower BTUs and 

in commercial settings

Easier installation compared 
to competitors, with no power 

venting required for natural gas

CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS UNRIVALED REALISM ENHANCED EMBER BEDS MORE DESIGN FLEXIBILITY

Control fuel and heat with ease through 
your fingertips with the eFIRE mobile app

Unrivaled realism in a gas fireplace is 
achieved through innovative flame patterns 
and a truly modulating electric ember bed

A truly modulating electric ember bed delivers 
realistic effects without sacrificing efficiency

Optional heat management 
systems (DHC and DHC) offer 
incomparable design flexibility

TALL LINEAR VECTOR WITH 
LUMINOUS LOGS
PREMIUM LINEAR GAS FIREPLACES

TLVA50 | TLVA62 | TLVA74
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Showing Ascent Linear BLP56

PREMIUM FEATURES MORE CUSTOMIZATIONS CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS DESIGNED FOR YOUR TV
Premium features including a 

top light, Bluetooth connection, 
blower remote and more!

More customization with a choice of 
logs (oak, driftwood, birch) or glass

Homeowners experience a more 
connected life with the included 
eFIRE mobile app compatibility

Optional Universal Heat Management 
for reduced clearance to combustibles 
and ensure optimal placement for TV's

ENHANCED LINE LOGIC NO COMPROMISES
An addition to our line of tried 

and true Ascent Linear fireplaces, 
offering the potential for more 

margin dollars for your business

Featuring a refined design and 
premium construction, offering more 

amenities at an affordable price

ASCENT LINEAR PREMIUM
LINEAR GAS FIREPLACES

BLP42 | BLP46 | BLP56



Showing Altitude X-1 AX42-1

ENHANCED DESIGN SAME THINGS YOU LOVE IMPROVED EXPERIENCE GREAT MARGINS
Enhanced design with a 13" 
increase in the back width, 

creating a larger firebox volume

The same full features you love in 
the AX are still included: top light, 

blower, remote, ceramic glass

Revamped decorative panels and 
log sets have been created to fill 

the expanded firebox, providing an 
improved fireplace experience

Enhancing the clean face design 
means no mantels required, 
lowering the installation costs 
(less material = more margin)

PREMIUM FEATURES MORE CUSTOMIZATIONS CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS DESIGNED FOR YOUR TV
Premium features including a 

top light, Bluetooth connection, 
blower remote and more!

More customization with a choice of 
logs (oak, driftwood, birch) or glass

Homeowners experience a more 
connected life with the included 
eFIRE mobile app compatibility

Optional Universal Heat Management 
for reduced clearance to combustibles 
and ensure optimal placement for TV's

NEW & IMPROVED SATISFY CONSUMER DESIRES
NEW AX featuring an impressive 

improvement to the design 
and performance

Designed with an expansive full 
view to meet consumer demand

ALTITUDE X-1
FULL VIEW GAS FIREPLACES

AX36-1 | AX42-1
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STATEMENT PIECE INCLUDED DESIGN FEATURES ENLARGED BACK CHASSIS GREAT MARGINS
A fireplace that appeals to homeowners 

seeking to make a bold statement in 
their homes, without all the frills

Included oak log set, with optional 
remote, compatible with optional 

fronts, trims and decorative panels

An enlarged back chassis provides 
increased firebox volume for 

a striking, grand flame

The clean face design eliminates the 
need for mantels, reducing installation 
costs (less material = higher margins)

SUPERIOR LINE LOGIC SATISFY CONSUMER DESIRES
An entry level full view option that 

leverages the Altitude X platform with 
the same dimensions and framing

Fulfills consumer demand 
with the full view design

Showing Altitude A42

ALTITUDE
FULL VIEW GAS FIREPLACES

A36 | A42



Top Secret, Image Coming Soon

EASY MAINTENANCE EASY CONNECTIVITY COMMERCIAL SPACE-READY EXCEPTIONAL VIEW
Serviceability and maintenance is made 
easy for professionals, reducing service 
call times with innovative configuration

Experience the value of connectivity 
with voice control (Google, Alexa) and 
a WiFi enabled app (Napoleon Home)

Will make a statement in both homes 
and commercial spaces alike

Extra-large viewing area provides an 
exceptional viewing experience

FLEXIBLE DESIGN OPTIONS CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Choose between a frameless finishing 

flange or adjustable trim options
Controls at your fingertips - included 

premium remote - WiFi enabled app or 
optional wall mount control (perfect for

commercial installations)

CUTTING-EDGE UNLIMITED DESIGN OPTIONS
New and ultra-realistic flame technology, 

packed with cutting-edge innovations!
The latest flip-down glass design 

provides homeowners with 
the capability to switch media 

effortlessly to whatever they'd like

ICONIC DEEP
BUILT-IN ELECTRIC FIREPLACES

NEFB50IB | NEFB62IB | NEFB74IB | NEFB96IB
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Showing Stylus Cara Elite

ENHANCED CONNECTIVITY MORE SALES OPPORTUNITIES UNPARALLELED INNOVATION
LED Weather and Information 

Display that shows the time, date, 
heater status, indoor/outdoor 
weather conditions and more

Can be installed in any secondary room 
to provide added warmth and ambiance, 

enhancing your sales potential

Smart technology integration allows for 
complete control via the Napoleon Home 

mobile app, with voice control (Google 
Home, Alexa) for a personalized experience 

WIFI CONNECTION ENHANCED CAPABILITIES
Introducing unparalled 

innovation with our first WIFI 
connected electric fireplace

This upgraded fireplace offers the 
same benefits as the original model 

you love, with new innovative features

STYLUS CARA ELITE
ELECTRIC WALL MOUNT FIREPLACE

NEFP32-5019W-IOT



Showing the Cineview Trim Kit NEFB30H

ADAPTABLE SOLUTION EASY INSTALLATION EASY LEVELLING FLEXIBILE INSTALL OPTIONS FANTASIC FIREPLACE 
EXPERIENCE

Fits most major brands of ZC 
wood boxes – 36" and 42"'

Easy to install, reducing time 
and costs associated with 

traditional fireplace installations

Adjustable bottom plate 
for easy levelling

Can finish 3 or 4 sided 
installations

Experience the features 
and benefits of our popular 

Cineview Electric insert

CUTTING-EDGE DESIGN ECO-FRIENDLY
Cutting-edge new trim kit 

offers the ability to retro-fit the 
electric Cineview insert into 
zero clearance wood box

Offer an eco-friendly 
replacement for drafty 

wood boxes

CINEVIEW TRIM KIT
ZERO CLEARANCE WOOD BOX TRIM KIT

NEFTK30BK-3828 | NEFTK30BK-4432 
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Consult your owner’s manual for complete installation instructions and proper clearances to combustible materials. Check all local and national building codes and gas regulations. All specifications are subject to change without prior notice 

due to on-going product improvements. Products may not be exactly as shown. Flame height and activity is influenced by varying vent configurations and may not appear as shown. Napoleon® is a registered trademark of Wolf Steel Group Inc. 

EnerGuide - A Canadian efficiency standard based on frequent, short start-up and cool-down cycles. All appliances sold in Canada are subject to this EnerGuide rating system. AFUE- A US efficiency standard (Department of Energy) based 

on extended on/off cycles, more typical of fireplace usage. Steady State - Reflects the highest possible overall heating efficiency.

Authorized Dealer
napoleon.com

Printed in Canada
01/2023

24 Napoleon Road, Barrie, Ontario, Canada L4M 0G8 
103 Miller Drive, Crittenden, Kentucky, USA 41030 
7200 Trans Canada Highway, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H4T 1A3

PHONE: 1-888-721-7253 
hearthsupport@napoleon.com

NAPOLEON 
CELEBRATING OVER 40 YEARS OF HOME COMFORT PRODUCTS


